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Economic Environment 

 
Global Economics Intelligence executive summary, November 2020 

The global economic recovery strengthened alongside a resurgent wave of COVID-19 cases; 

with vaccines on the horizon and easing US political uncertainty, investor confidence 

climbed. The pace of industrial growth generally quickened in October and November and 

trade continues to rebound.  

Click here to read more  

 

 
Global Trends - Wine Industry Key Elements 

 
Wine´s Struggle between Price and Reputation 

Is a top wine from a middling region better than a middling wine from a top region?  

 

"There are regions/styles where the balance between quality and mass market is skewed 

towards cheap brands. This becomes the overwhelming connotation, so much so that most 

consumers of premium wine aren't even prepared to give the better examples the time of 

day," says wine buyer Peter Mitchell MW.  

 

Growers in South Africa often wring their hands about escaping from a bargain-basement 

image, cruelly reinforced by cheap labels and supermarkets. Others decide "to hell with it", 

and take their chances.  

Click here to read more 

 

 
Major Wine Producing Countries 

 
South Africa wine industry to increase market share in China 

South Africa's wine industry, will be looking to increase its market share in China after it 

imposed provisional new export tariffs on Australian wines. It is the economies of scale that 

make the Chinese consumer wine market, such an attractive drawcard for the industry 

because growing beyond the current 1 percent market share, could lead to greater 

sustainability for the sector.  

Click here to read more 
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